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“I don’t believe it’s where one begins, but where one ends up.”

“To whom much is given, much is required.”

MS. CHERYL MAJOR-BAZARD
Attorney-at-Law and Donor to the Alumni Annual Fund

MR. TITO MOSS
Proprietor, Tito O. Moss Construction and donor to the Alumni Annual Fund

COB was a time of social awareness for
Bazard; she recollects marching down Bay Street
protesting the dismissal of lecturers whose work
permits were not renewed. Cheryl believes that
the education she received at The College
prepared her for all her future endeavors. It is
for this reason that the former magistrate and
lecturer at Eugene Dupuch Law School is
adamant that her three sons will attend the
future University of The Bahamas and without
hesitation donated $500 when she received an
alumni annual fund appeal letter. “I don’t believe
it’s where one begins, but where one ends up,”
she says.

As the youngest of 16 children growing up
“over the hill,” CHERYL MAJOR-BAZARD was
not a prime candidate for college. But thanks to
perseverance and a scholarship from the former
Chemical Bank, she graduated in 1987 from
COB with the highest GPA in the Social Studies
department, went on to study law and has been a
successful attorney for the last 17 years. Mrs.
Bazard is the founding president of the Bahamas
Association for Compliance Officers and a copanelist on GEMS’s radio show, Pandora’s Box.
Memories of COB linger as she jokingly
rambles off her student ID number and recalls
her adoptive daughter she met during community
service — and with whom she still corresponds to
this day!
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Mr. Moss believes COB provided him with
a solid foundation and is happy to see the total
revolution that has taken place at The College
since he attended, noting online registration
and the drive to university status.

a renowned athlete and
contractor spent ten years as a part-time student
at COB. He was one of the initial students
enrolled in the Bachelor degree programme and
received his B. A. in Banking and Finance in
2000.
TITO

MOSS,

Capitalizing on the adage, “To whom much
is given, much is required,” Mr. Moss donated
$1,000 towards The College’s expansion As a
Bahamas Games record breaker and business
owner, he strives for excellence and encourages
Bahamians to give back to the institution that
gave them a head start.
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